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PAUSE FOR THOUGHT

INTRODUCTION
In the quest for a simple introduction 

Skills for Care have now replaced the Induction 
There’s a new certificate, which is now legitimate 

So get ready for a little instruction 
John Eaton

POEMS TO FOCUS ON THE ISSUES INVOLVED IN 
CARE AND SUPPORT

STARTING WITH:

R POEMS



MEADOW COURT 
UNDERSTANDING YOUR ROLE 

When assessing my Role 
I look down and I scroll 

‘Cos when it comes to training, there’s no complaining 
As I make competence my goal 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
When it comes to development, I get personal 

I know what I need and it’s possible 
With the right motivation, I’ll get there with persuasion 

And make my contribution workable 

DUTY OF CARE 
I have a duty of care 

of understanding, being fair 
to cater for needs, with many good deeds 

and a garnish of old fashioned flair 

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY 
Equity means fairness, to belong is to be inclusive 

To deny these truths is particularly abusive  
Diversity's a fact, and has a great impact  
And therefore the evidence is conclusive 

PERSON CENTRED CARE/SUPPORT 
Person Centred, Person mentored, this is my belief 

Much I could say, but I will make it brief 
When you show concern, and continue to learn 

You will not suffer professional grief 

COMMUNICATION 
To communicate is more than talk 
Like a bird, you can easily squawk, 

So don’t get uptight, or one will take flight 
Unless you have eyes of a hawk! 

PRIVACY AND DIGNITY 
There is no ignominy 

With privacy and dignity 
Its pure common sense, to help - not incense 

it’s the embodiment of epitome 

FLUID AND NUTRITION 
I wanted a drink, it was left at the sink 
I wanted to eat, but I couldn’t reach, 

I wanted to shout, but the intercom was out 
And as they explained, the reason they were trained 

was to ensure that no one complained 

DEMENTIA AND COGNITION 
I forget to remember, 

Or is it the other way round: 
The other day I lost my way 

It was lucky I was brought back and found 

SAFEGUARDING ADULTS 
Safeguards help prevent individual abuse 

As we know, some need little excuse 
Yet they think it’s funny, when stealing their money 

Continuing and remaining obtuse 

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN 
Children are our future 

They are here for us to nurture 
The saddest part, and it hits the heart 

Why do abusers torture 

BASIC LIFE SUPPORT 
I saw a young man needing first aid 

I nearly walked away, but stayed 
I attended his care, till the ambulance got there, 

And how I feel like an ace 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
I was thinking of safety and health 

When I fell whilst fixing a shelf 
When they asked did it hurt, I said quite a lot 

But with the insurance, I’ve got wealth 

HANDLE INFORMATION 
I know how to handle information 

It comes from my very vocation 
I am demure, I keep it secure 
And I avoid public sensation 

Welcome to Meadow 
Court, we wish you a 
happy employment 

experience, and to help 
make this happen, we 

have devised this booklet 
to help you understand 
what is required from 

you  

INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL 
I had a little infection 

It affected my stomach’s digestion 
When the doctor said ‘does it hurt’, I said ‘just a 

squirt’ 
But when I speak, it affects my oral inflection 

Firstly, your role and 
responsibility is of 
prime importance in 

delivering the support 
and care that is 

required when dealing 
with individuals, (an 
individual is someone 
who is receiving your 
care and support) 
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